CONTENDER
Designed as a lightweight and affordable option for light duty marching applications...
The Contender Series features select All Polar shells and includes Remo drumheads. This results in a sound that is pleasantly warm, with plenty
of volume and projection. All Contender Series hardware has a simple, time tested design for reliable performance and ease of maintenance.
The aluminum alloy lugs are light and strong for stable tuning and dependability of performance.

XTD
Where precision is requisite and any mistakes
are too many, the XTD snare helps bring prestige
and intensity to the arc.
XTD tenors get attention. The maple-walnut
shells exude power and depth, with tonal clarity
that delivers pitch definition all the way to the
box.
For maximum projection, clarity and feel the Majestic XTD progressive air venting system helps
address the demands of contemporary rudimental bass drumming. The quad-beaded claws and
aluminium hoops ensure unsurpassed strength
and stability.

ENDEAVOR

PROPHONIC

Delivering advanced quality for advanced drum lines ...

Choose your own sound and style...

The Endeavor Series marching drums are ideal for ensembles placing a premium on durability and high performance, yet requiring moderate
weight. The one-piece die-cast aluminum lugs are designed to maintain tuning integrity even under the demands of higher tension. The
maple/birch shells produce a warm sound with power and presence.

The Prophonic Marching Drum series: light weight, custom designed,
perfectly balanced and durable.

CARRIERS
NEW!!!

Making use of modern technologies, but with respect to the ancient
style of drumming.
Options to choose from:
- type of shell (wood/aluminium)
- RAL colour hardware & claws
- wrap/covering shells
- drumheads
- tension rims
- strainer systems

NEW!!!

LWB
Innovative ultralight, yet extremely strong bass drums. Starting
at 4,6 kg. Unmatched performance in terms of sound quality and
projection.

The Majestic carrier 2.0 is lighter, more in keeping with
the body and makes the musician agile. The padding
is wider, thicker and replaceable, which greatly benefits to the carrying comfort. Back support belt included.

CYMBALS
Hand hammered classical &
orchestra cymbals. Its rich
sound spectrum completes
your percussion set-up.
The cymbals are wood ‘cooked’
(not gas, like others) in a process which involves hammering and lathering in three
separate cycles. This results in
superior flexibility and linear
decay with no unwanted pitch
changes and overtones.

